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Printing Data Structures
When you are working with a complicated data structure, it is useful to be able to
output the contents of that data structure in a human-readable way. So, for example,
if I have a Point class, I would like to be able to see the value of a Point object in the familiar "(x, y)"
format.

In the computer, any written phrase is called a String. Strings are written enclosed in quotation marks:
"Mr. Z." or "2". They also allow some special symbols, such as "\n" for a "new line". I can combine strings
with other strings or objects by simply adding them with the + operator.

public class Point {
   private int x, y;
   
   public String toString() {
      return "(" + x + ", " + y + ")";
   }
}

The method toString() is responsible for returning a String listing the contents of an object in
readable form. So, for example, if point has x = 40 and y = 30, point.toString() will return "(40,
30)". This method is automatically called if I try to include the object in a string:

public class LineSegment {
   Point start, end;
   
   public String toString() {
      String description = "Start: " + start + "\n";
      description += "End: " + end + "\n";
      return description;
   }
}

. 1 Suppose that I create a Point as shown below. The order of the parameters, in case you don't
remember from last week, is (x, y). Below, write what the result will be if the Point is converted to
a String.

new Point(50, -20)

. 2 Suppose that I create a LineSegment as shown below. The order of the parameters is (startX,
startY, endX, endY). Below, write what the result will be if the LineSegment is converted to a
String.

new LineSegment(1, 2, 3, 4)



. 3 Suppose that I have the following variables:

int start, end;

Write code that will return a String equal to:

a) Your first name.

b) The word "start = " followed by the value in start.

c) The values of start and end, in parentheses, like so: (4, 12).

d) If start is greater than or equal to zero, just its value; otherwise, the negative of its value, in
parentheses. So, start = 4 would return "4", but start = -4 would return "(4)".

. 4 Read through the code below, and figure out what the final value of string1 will be.

int i = 123, j = 456;
String string1 = "ABC", string2 = "DEF";
string2 = string2 + j;
string1 = string1 + (j - i);
string1 = string1 + string2;

What is string1 now equal to?

. 5 On yesterday's homework you wrote the Puncher and HolePuncher classes. Write a
toString() method for the HolePuncher class.

public class HolePuncher {


